The answer you need is at your fingertips.

**Thread Subject**
- Tracking patient scheduled versus exam
- Joint Commission
- RVU vs. Procedure Count
- Tech Begin to End exam times
- Siemens Multi Fusion vs. Artis Max
- Benchmarks for OutPatient Imaging Centers
- Recent Joint Commission Survey order
- Options for Freestanding ED
- Mini C-arm changes in OR
- Clinical Sites affiliated with multiple collars
- CT CALCIUM SCORING
- Schedule Times by Modality
- KUB After C???
- Radiologic Technologist III Job Description
- Samsung Portables and DR detectors
- FW MRI Safety Training
- Diagnostic Mammography remote ??
- MR QUENCH PROCEDURE
- MRI Emergent/Stat Criteria
- Additional imaging requests from radiologists
- OP orders
- Cancer Program Accreditation requirements - Imaging
- Needed: Hospital Policy Governing After-hours Contrast Coverage
- C-Arm Selection
- Radiation Safety Video

Get answers to your tough questions by tapping into the AHRA Forum. With more than 3,500 posts and 1,000 threads every month, this resource will save you time and stress. Connect with your colleagues today: www.ahra.org/connect